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editorial

1

wonder how many people realite that SangharaksInta
has never deliberately set out to make hhnsell

unpopular. This thought occurred to me a few weeks
ago, while I was reading the manuscript of his

forthcoming volume of memoirs, Facing Mount
Kanchenjunga. Although he embarked on the life of a

Buddhist monk with no other asstunption than that he
would be a loyal, devoted, and co-operative member of the
sangha, the inner dynamics of remaining true to Inmsell
and to Ins understanding and experience of the Dharma
seem to have compelled him, from time to thne, to question
and even publicly condemn such examples of hypocrisy,
cant, half-heartedness, and ignorance as he has
encountered in the Buddhist (and non-Buddhist) world.

Shortly after his return to the West in 1964, for example,

he made lnmself particularly unpopular by speaking out
against a form of meditation that was much in fashion at
the time. This technique revolved around a rather extreme
form of mindfulness. Its practitioners were encouraged to
spend hours at a time developing an intense but detached

(in the sense of 'watching' rather than 'experiencing')
awareness of exactly what each limb in the body was doing
and of what was going on in their minds. Well and
sensitively taught to people who were ready for it, tlns
technique was quite possibly a useful one. The trouble was,
however, that SangharaksInta kept finding himselfvisiting
some of the practitioners in mental hospitals. I le even
heard ()Ione person who had committed suicide.

When he found himself teaching his own students in his
own movement, he would therefore lay great stress on the
crucial distinction between what he termed 'alienated
;twareness' and 'integrated awareness'. But he certainly did
not understate the central hnportance of mindfulness itself.
Mindfulness in general and the nnndfulness of breadnng
meditation had, after all, been the main—and almost the
sole—practices that he had observed during his own first
decade as a Buddhist. It was a quality of which one simply
could not have too nutch, the 'controlling faculty', the most
powerful transforming agent to be fOund in the spiritual
life._ On retreats at keffolds he would increasingly
nmitilest in wrathful fOrm as he drew our attention to lapses
of mindbilness. We took to eatg meals in silence,
savollring l'vel-V mollthild, walking .,tround the lawns ;it a
snail's pace; on some retreats we used Gurdjieffs 'stop bell'
technique; and any poor s(ml WhO dlOpped his knife in the
dining room would instantly become the object of fifty
disdainful glances. For sever;il sl'arS IllilldhlltICSS Was //Whig
.sinequa non, the main practice.

Rut perhaps because we allowed a fear of generating the
wrong kind of nnndfulness to distract us, or simply bec,tuse 


other preoccupations rose into prominence, a time came
when the practice of mindfulness secured to lose it's
position at the top of the list. Sangharakshita's lectures and
books—not to mention the advice of much of the Buddhist
tradition —were as insistent as ever; the mindfulness of
breathing was still one of the FlAim's key meditation

practices; but the excitement to be found in creating a 'New
Society', of setting up communities and Right Livelihood
projects, focused our attention on such issues and qualities
as communication, openness, criticism, friendship,
reliability, commitment, dynamism, inspiration,
co-operativeness, trul so on, while, for sonic of us perhaps,
the importance of mindfnlness slipped a little from view.

To the extent that this was the case, then it was a

symptom of our immaturity. Surely it is mindfulness, and

the fruits of mindfulness, that make so many of those other 3
qualities possible. L'nless we are fully aware of ourselves, of
other people, of the world arottnd us, and trying to remain
at all times in touch with our highest vision (to invoke the
finir 'dimensions' of nnndfulness delineated bv

Sangharakshita in his lecture 'Perfect Mindfulness'), we will
probably fail to experience very Much communication,
openness, criticism, friendship, reliability, commitment,
dynamism, inspiration, or co-operativeness at all.

One reason why a busy Buddhist movement with a strong
commitment to urban activities should encourage a few of
its members to withdraw to the Welsh Inlls for a life of
meditation is demonstrated by the fact that it was from the
Vajraloka Meditation Centre that the first warning murmurs
were heard. The retreat team there could not help noticing
the somewhat frattled state in which too many people
scented to bc arriving on their doorstep. Their diagnosis
was simple: there was not always enough mindfulness in the
air. Their contribution to a remedy was to initiate a series of
'Inindfidness retreats' —which have since been frequently
duplicated elsewhere in the Nloyement.

More recently, ..Nntritavajra, recently returned from a
sojourn at Thich Nhat I Ianh's Plum Village conmumity,
wrote to the Western Buddhist Order's unedited newsletter,
Shahda, urging his fellow Order members to double, and
redouble, their effOrts in the practice of mindfulness.
Immediately upon reading his excellent article I asked him
to write something along similar lines for Golden Drum, and
the result provides the starting point for tins issue.

After reading the f011owing pages, you Inav find yourself
wondering why anybody should need to be reminded, let
alone mged, to develop a quality that is as enjoyable, as
enriching, and as fulfilling as is mindfulness. Well, let's
hope that none of us needs to be rennnded again.

Nagabodhi



Only thepresent
OFIN,

T he first meditation practice I

ever learnt was the
Mindfulness of Breathing.
Even now I can still

remember the time I tentatively set
foot in an FWBO centre, following a
friend who had assured me: 'It's going
to be all right, you have nothing to
worry about.' He had convinced me
that I was not going to be brain-washed
into giving away what little money I
had, and it was mainly on his advice
that I had come along to learn to
meditate. I had been interested in
meditation for some time and had
even tried to meditate on my own but
had failed miserably. It was on the
basis of these enthusiastic but naive
experiments that I came to the
conclusion that I hadn't the slightest

4 clue what I was trying to achieve. If I
really wanted to pursue the matter
further I would have to seek the help
of someone more experienced.

I was a little disappointed with the
description we were given of the
meditation practice. I was hoping for
something a bit more exotic and
profound than `merely' watching the
breath flowing in and out of my body.
Nevertheless, despite this initial
impression, I launched myself into the
practice with the wholehearted zeal
and earnestness of a keen beginner.
Looking back now, I think I must have
experienced the elusive `beginner's
mind', which I have sought ever since,
but have unfortunately rarely found.

My early experiences with
meditation were characterized by a
deep sense of calm and joy, and of
emerging from the shrine-room fresh
and pure. Who would have thought
that breathing could be so
pleasurable? Who would have believed
that the simple process of becoming
aware of the breath could produce
such feelings of wholeness and such
clarity of mind? From the beginning I
have been in love with the Mindfulness
of Breathing practice, valuing its ability
to bring me back to my centre when
distracted and dispersed, to quieten
my mind when it is roaring, and to
nourish me when I feel drained and in

need of a 're-charge'.
Since then I have learnt many other

forms of meditation, most notably the
Metta Bhavana (the development of
loving kindness) and the visualization
practice which I was given at the time
of my ordination. But the Mindfulness
of Breathing practice has remained my
favourite; I still find it the easiest, and
often the most enjoyable, form of
meditation. It is probably because I
have found the Mindfulness of
Breathing so easy to connect with, and
to derive pleasure from, that I have
become so interested in the practice of
mindfulness in general.

I have often been struck by the
numerous occasions, recorded in the
Pali nikayas and the Sanskrit agamas,
on which the Buddha urged his
followers—monks, nuns, and lay
people—to practise mindful awareness.
The Pali Canon, which is the main
surviving body of literature from the
earliest stratum of Buddhist history, is
replete with examples of the Buddha
teaching the importance of
mindfulness. In particular, examples
can be found in the Satipatthana Sutta
and the Anapanasati Sutta, in both of
which the Buddha gives a discourse on
the various wars in which mindfulness
is to be practised. It can also be found
in the Buddha's last words to his
disciples: 'Work out your own
salvation; with mindfulness strive on.'

There are many accounts of the
Buddha and his followers living in the
world 'with senses calmed and freed
from worldly desires...with restraint of
the senses, guarding the sense doors
from evil ...dwelling in mindfulness
and clear awareness.' It was on the
basis of encountering and reflecting
on such descriptions that I began to
notice a strong weakness in my own
Buddhist practice. I was certainly
sincere in my attempts to live a
Buddhist life, but I knew that there was
a huge difference between my own life-
style and that of the Buddha and his
disciples as described in those early
accounts.

Obviously the Buddha and his
monks lived in a very different age to

our own, one which was
free from many of the
distractions offered by the
technological, consumerist
society that we live in.
However, although it might
have been easier for the
early Buddhists to practise
mindfully than it is for us,
as Buddhist practitioners
we need nevertheless to
develop ways of practising
mindfulness, for, as the
Buddha said, there is no
spiritual life without
awareness.

We will deepen our
understanding of the term
`mindfulness' if we examine
its original meaning in Pali.
The Pali word translated as
'mindfulness' is salt (smrti
in Sanskrit). It actually
means 'remembering' or
'recollection'. When we are
mindful it is as if we recollect
ourselves, bringing all the different
aspects of our being together. We
experience ourselves as more whole,
more centred, with a greater degree of
harmony and unity, free from conflict
and anxieties.

Very often we experience a kind of
internal conflict, with one `part' of
ourself wanting to do one thing while
another `part' wants to do something
completely different. The practice of
mindfulness results in ever greater
degrees of integration as all our
`energies begin to flow in the same
direction. Through the practice of
mindfulness we become more fully
ourselves, and experience ourselves as
more vital and alive. Because our
energies are unified we can achieve a
greater continuity of purpose (Skt
sampra)anya) and are thus far more
likely to achieve our goal and be free
from distraction.

Another aspect of the practice of
mindfulness, and one which I have
found particularly valuable, is that it
means living more fully in the present
The Vietnamese teacher Thich Nhat
Hanh says of this tendency: If we live



What is mindfulness? Why is it so important? Amritavajra explains

momentexiss

events that I find difficult or

that have a dissipating effect

upon me.

From the initial practice of

following the breath we have

to try to extend our

awareness to all our bodily

movements. Whether we are

sitting or lying, standing or

walking, ideally we should be

practising awareness of the

body. As Sangharakshita has

pointed out, there are

different types of awareness.

In particular, he has

distinguished between what

he calls 'alienated awareness'

and 'integrated awareness'.

Alienated awareness, in this

instance, would consist of

being aware of our body but

not really experiencing what

it feels like. It is as if we are

standing back from ourselves

so that we don't really

expmencr ourselves.

Integrated awareness

consists of being aware of

ourselves and experiencing

ourselves. Thus our

awareness is fully integrated

into our experience.

Integrated awareness comes

about by practising in the way

the Buddha suggested: 5
developing awareness of the

body in the body, developing

The Buddhaandhisfollowers
'with sensescalmed...'

1(&'Ar'411Imr3)11-Z.H:

in Imgetfulness, if we lose ourselves in

the past or the fUture, if we allow

ourselves to be tossed about by our

desires, inger, and ignorance, we will

not be ihle to live each moment of our

life deeply. We will not be in contact

with what is happening in the present

moment, and our relations with others

will become shallow and

impoverished.'

In reality only thc present moment

exists, the past has gone and the fitture

has not vet appeared. We can only be

said to be truly alive if we are living

fully in the present. This does not

mean that we cannot think about the

past or plan ahead, but that when we

do look into the past or the future

then we must be firmly grounded in

the present, and not get carried away

by any anxieties about the future, or by

regrets or yearnings for the past.

'Flue Buddha taught various methods

and techniques for the development of

mindfulness—and—thus for dwelling

more fully in the present moment.

Perhaps the most basic practice, the

starting point, even, for the

development of mindfulness, is the 


practice olmindful or conscious

breathing.

As with the Mindfulness of Breathing

meditation, this practice involves

giving our attention to the breathing

process. However, as we are often busy

engaging with the world and with

other people, it is not Vel-V practical to

try to do this all the time. The advice

here is not therefdre that we should be

aware of every breath as it enters and

leaves our body, but that we should

bring our attention to the breathing,

for even a few breaths, at certain times

during the day. I have found it helpful

to practise in this way at the bus-stop

for example, or before I eat, or

whenever I have a few moments alone

and particularly want to re-gather my

energies.

I have found that the cumulative

effect of periodically returning to the

breath in this fashion aids me in

developing my overall awareness. If I

am in a stressftd situation I have found

that simply by returning to the breath I

become more 'grounded in myself

arid less easily thrown by painful

thoughts and emotions or by external 


awareness of the feelings in the

feelings, and awareness of emotions in
the emotions.

It is a good practice to set up what

are sometimes known as 'triggers' to

help us in the development of

mindfulness. A trigger is something

which we choose to help us to

remember to practise. For example, we

could choose the act of opening or

closing a door as a trigger to remind us

to be mindful. This means that each

time we reach a door we remind

ourselves to open the door mindfully.

We make an effort to he conscious of

all the different aspects of the act of

opening the door: what the door-

handle feels like, which arm we use,

whether the door opens smoothly or

with difficulty, and so on. When we are

mindful, we give our full attention to

what we are doMg. Sangharakshita

once said: `To be able to do one thing

at a time is the whole art of life,' and it

is in this, essentially, that the art of

mindfulness consists. We can choose

all sorts of different triggers: doors,

stairs, scratching ourselves, brushing

our teeth, hearing bells, getting on



and off buses,... the list is endless.
Alternatively, we can use what are

known as gathas to aid us in our
practice. These are short verses which
we recite to ourselves in much the
same way as we would use a trigger.
For instance each time we eat
something we could recite a gatha
reminding ourselves to pay attention
to the taste of the fOod and to the act
of eating. I use the following gatha to
remind me that the food I eat is a
product of the entire universe:

Thisfood comesfrom the earth and the sky.
It is the gift of the Universe
And thefruit of much hard work.
I vow to live a life worthy vf receiving il.

I also use gathas fOr the processes of
urination and excretion to remind me

6 that in the end I have to give
everything back to the universe,
including my body.

I return the water element in me
To the water element in the universe.
I am aware that my body is not
independent
And that one day I will have to return it.

Reciting gathas like these can help us
in our mindfulness practice, making it
easier to let go of all that we cling to
and think of as ours. It is through
awareness that we can fully appreciate
all the good things in our life, such as
our health and our good fortune to
have come across the Dharma.

Unfortunately, only too often we are
not really aware at all; we move
around, eat, feel, talk, and think
without being aware of how we are
moving, how we are eating, what we
are feeling, or even what we are
thinking. There is no awareness, just
the bare sensation.

By practising bodily awareness we
can find out more about ourselves,
about how we interact with others, and
about the world we live in. By
becoming more aware of the body
generally, we will learn how to value
ourselves and others more, we will
possess more confidence and serenity,
our movements will become more
fluid, more graceful, while the pace of

life will become more even and
rhythmical.

From practising awareness of the
body we can start to develop a greater
degree of awareness of our feelings
and our emotions. For most of us, this
practice begins by our simply trying to
acknowledge what we are actually
feeling. I have found it a very useful
practice to ask myself periodically
throughout the day, 'What am I
feeling now?' In asking this question,
of course, I have to be prepared to be
receptive to the answer!

Feelings are subtle and occur in
many different shades. By learning
how to discriminate between different
feelings, whether painful, neutral, or
pleasant, I have begun to increase my
overall range of emotional sensitivity.
Also, I have found that by becoming
aware of the more painful and
negative feelings such as jealousy,
anger and irritation, insecurity, and
feelings of inadequacy, I have already
begun to transform them into more
positive feelings. As Sangharakshita
has pointed out, 'Psychologically
speaking, awareness is the most
powerful transforming agent that we
know. If we apply heat to water then
the water is transformed into steam. In
the same way, if we apply awareness to
any psychic content, the content is
refined and sublimated.' Simply by
becoming aware of our feelings we are
already having a transforming effect
upon them.

However, befOre our emotional life
is 'refined and sublimated' we need to
come into real contact with our actual
feelings. Sometimes this process of
contacting our real feelings can be
enormously liberating, whilst at other
times it can be painful or confusing.

As we develop more awareness of
our emotional life, we start to become
more aware of the effect that our
experience of certain feelings is having
upon us. For example, if we find that
we are becoming swamped by powerful
negative feelings then we will need to
concentrate and focus on what is
positive and what helps us to grow. At
all times we should be trying to


cultivate our emotional
positivity, so that we can
respond to ourselves, and
to others, creatively and
positively.

From my own experience
I know that there have
been times when I have not
been ready, or strong
enough, to deal with some
of the deeper and more
painful feelings that I have
encountered in myself. At
such times I have found it
best quietly to acknowledge
that I have these feelings
and then, instead of
focusing on them, to take
my awareness to my breath
or to my body, or even to
talk with a close friend.

Whowouldhavethoughtbreathing
couldbesopleasurable?

In doing this, it is not that I am
'repressing' my feelings, but rather
acknowledging my present limitations
in being able to deal with them. After
all, Right—or Perfect—Mindfulness
(samyak - smrli) contains a strong
element of metta and care. It is
important to foster an attitude of
kindness and gentleness towards
ourselves, and to work with our more
'negative' feelings sensitively.

At the same time as becoming aware
of our bodies and our feelings and
emotions, we can also develop an
awareness of our thoughts and the
generally habitual ways in which we
think. We can begin by distinguishing
between different types of thinking.
There are, for example, the habitual
patterns of thought which, being the
expression of our limited emotional
states, confirm our limitations, and
there are our more creative thoughts,
thoughts which contain vision and
inspiration. We also need to discover
what we ourselves actually think, as
opposed to what we have picked up
from the society around us and from
the different conditioning factors that
have affected us. We have to analyse
the contents of our minds and see



what we actually do or do not believe.

Whilst being open to the opinions of
others, of course, we should try always

to make sure that wc know what we

ourselves actually tlnnk and feel about

a subject.

Through the process of developing a

greater degree of awareness of the
contents of our minds we begin,

intellectually and spiritually, to
mature. borrow Sangharakshita's

terms, it is through this kind of
awareness that we move away from the

'group and become 'true individuals'.
Although it is impossible to develop

without mindfulness, on its OINII
mindfulness is not enough. Real

transformatimi can only take place on
the basis of insight.

Insight arises only on the basis of

sustained awareness ;111d;in intense
one-pointedness of. mind, enquiring

into things as they actually are. In
terms of our own experience this
means, ha- example, not just

possessing an intellectual

understanding that we do not possess a
discrete separate or permanent 'self-.
but seeing directly, kind experiencing

directly, that our true nature is unfixed
kind ever changing. It is possible, but

unlikely, that we will fully experience a

truth like this all at once. What is more

likely is that, Over a period of time,

with sust'ained awareness and effort, we

will have several glimpses into the way

things.,tre so that our insight and

understanding will gradnally be

modified as we begin to see reality
more and more clearly.

The successful development of

mindful kiwareness inevitably leads to
the gradual development of positive

emotion. With awareness, negative
kictions kind states of mind give way to
calm, dality,,i0V, and confidence. This

call be seen is the calming or

'stopping' ( qminadm) aspect of the

practice of. mindfulness. The hisight

(Npiohyana) aspect tends to mine
latei . after we ha\ e established a
degree of peace kind nanquillity in our

minds. II is mils through the sustained
development of kiwareness that We call

begni to kipprellend reality at all.
\Vithoin kiwkireness we ',ire spit ituallY
blind. Awareness is the light that

guides us On the path.
One coul(1 go so lii is to s'as 11111

1)111111;d life C011tiltitti of ever-deepening

les els of awar(liess. Through
becoming fully kiw,tre ()lour bodies

and their actions, of our feelings and

emotions, of our thoughts—of the
totality of our being—we are already

effecting important changes. We will

be able to see how our actions afkct

and shape our future selves, and quite

naturally wc will begin to behave more

creatively and more skilfully. As a
result of this transformation in our
beings, kind consequently in the way in

which we interact with the world, our
kiwareness will correspondingly

deepen, allowing even greater levels of

understanding kind insight into
ourselves and into the nature of tInngs
around us to arise.

We should not forget the Buddha s

exhortation to his monks in the
closing section of. the AlahauthpaIthana

Siitta, the discourse on the

Foundations of Mindfulness. !here he

triumphantly exclaims that: path
inindfulness is the most wonderftil

path which helps beings ickdite

purilication, transcend grief and
sorrow, destroy pain kind kinxiety, tr vel
the right path 2ind reach Nirvana."
Thus spoke the Rlessed One. The

Bhikkhus were delighted with the
teaching oldie Buddha, took n to
heart, kunl put it into practice.' 'j



A few weeks ago I found myself

sitting opposite a complete
stranger looking into her
eyes. I was at a class at the

London Buddhist Centre taking part in
a `communication exercise'. Around
me were other pairs of people similarly
engaged, sitting opposite each other
looking into each other's eyes. The first
thing I noticed about Kate was that she
was black, the second thing I became
aware of was a calm beauty expressed in
her features. We were doing the first
part of the exercise—Just looking'—just

8 that: just seeing the other person in
front of us, taking them in. I began to
notice more details. That the beauty of
her face seemed to emanate from a
softness, a lack of tension around her
mouth and chin suggesting a
gentleness within.

I allowed myself to relax more, to feel
the weight of my body on the cushion,
to let go of some of the tension in my
own face and eyes, and realized in so
doing that I was also letting go of a
habitual `reassurance mode' that I'm
prone to adopt in this kind of situation;
a way of being in control, of covering
my own nervousness. Now, looking
across at Kate, I'm relating from a
deeper level in myself, less controlled,
more fluid, spontaneous, more
spacious. As if in response to this
change in me the calmness of her
features is broken by a smile which
lights up , r eyes. I find myself smiling
in response.

We move on to the verbal part of the
exercise. I repeat a phrase over and
over, `Do birds fly,' the meaning of
which is insignificant. What is
significant is that each time I repeat the
phrase Kate responds to me in the
affirmative. 'Yes,' she says. `Do birds
fly,' I say. There is a pause and still
looking into my eyes Kate responds
with a slight nod of her head. 'Yes,' she
says. With each `yes' there is a little leap

of pleasure, of joy in my heart as I take
in the fact that this woman sitting
opposite me, still almost a stranger, is
consistently affirming my being, my
existence.

Having reversed roles, in the final
part of the exercise we both repeat our
chosen phrases, creating a dialogue
with no conceptual content, and follow
this again with 'just looking'. This time,
our energies aroused by the exchange,
more emotion is brought into play. I
find, looking into Kate's eyes, that the
warmth of response in my heart is
mixed with a welling-up of sadness as I
notice the intermittent veils that still,
on a more subtle level, separate me
from this other human being, that hold
her out, that keep me in, a mixture of
fear, unconsciousness, and habit. We
finish the exercise, thank each other. 'I
feel that I've really met you,' Kate says.

Reflecting on the exercise, I was left
with an impression of the simplicity of
the process. On previous occasions I
had been in search of a more intense
or dramatic experience, or I had been
trying to 'help' the other person. This
time, looking, speaking, and
responding without distraction, I was
simply becoming more aware of Kate
and, in allowing myself to be seen,
letting her become aware of me. And
in becoming more aware of each other
our hearts responded. If we really give
our attention undistractedly to another
person, at the least, feelings of empathy
will arise, and at the most, strong
emotions of warmth, of affection, of
India (loving kindness).

Why then are other people so often
just a blur on the periphery of our
existence impinging only in such
superficial categories as old or young,
male or female, black or white? What
stops us from practising mindffilness
of others and enjoying the
pleasurable experience it bestows of
our hearts opening and responding?

We are conditioned by our existence
as human beings to experience
ourselves each as the centre of his or
her world, even as the centre of the
universe. This is a fact rather than a
judgement of ourselves. As a result our
relationship to others is self-referential.
Our awareness of others, if we can call
it that, is dependent on the degree to
which they have, or appear to have,
something that we want, and the
promise they offer of satisfying our
needs, or, conversely, the degree to
which they seem to present an obstacle
to that satisfaction. The former we
regard as 'friends', the latter as 'foes'.
In between are the 'neutral' people
whom we register dimly. How often do
you remember the face of the man in
the railway station who sold you your
ticket or the woman who cashed up
your groceries at the supermarket—let
alone whether each of them was sad or
happy that day? In thus relating to
people subjectively they become objects
for us, we see others in terms of what
they can give us, how they can fulfil our
needs and desires.

To begin to recognize another's
humanity, the fullness of another
person's being, is a significant step
away from this self-centred experience
of existence. It is the step from treating
others as objects who give or withhold
satisfaction—our satisfaction—to treating
them as persons with their own needs
and desires, their own joys and sorrows.
It is recognizing that their world with
its struggles, disappointments, and
victories isjust as important to them as
ours is to us.

Paradoxically, it is by relating to
others ol#ectivelythat they become
subjects, beings in their own right. It
calls from us an imaginative leap, an
ability to put ourselves 'in their shoes',
to try to experience life from their
point of view, from the centre of their
universe. It also calls for courage, for
confidence, because to recognize the
importance of someone else's existence
as being equal to our own threatens us
to the core, threatens the validity of our
experience of life and of ourselves. It
suggests an emotion as strong as that
felt by a parent for their child. How can
we feel this for someone to whom we
are not even related? It goes altogether
against the grain of our natural
tendencies, and as such it takes effort.
But the rewards are rich because it also
gives rise to love.

In the romantic and consumer
culture of the West, love is experienced
as a visitor, an elusive visitor, which
happens upon us from we know not
where, delights us with its presence—a
momentary magical transformation of
our lives—and then is gone, often

WeAreEachOther
Maitreyi celebratesthe miracleof seeinganotherperson



leaving us bereft. It is like a butterfly
which alights for a moment on the path
before us, spreads its wings revealing
for an instant its splendour, and then
fluttering into the air is carried away by
the wind. Whole industries are bitilt on
the need we feel to capture this
experience of love, to make ourselves
suitably dressed, successfid, groomed,
perfmned, erudite, creative—to become
a suitable vehicle onto which it may be
attracted to descend.

The Dharma teaches that love is a
flower of practice, is something that can
be developed by consistent application;
through awareness of others and of
ourselves. Although not a part of
Buddhist tradition, the communication
exercises found in the FWBOare a form
of spiritual practice. Done repeatedly, it
becomes clear that tlw feelings of
warmth and empathy which arise are
not.just a response to the particular
personality of the person sitting
opposite us, but come from giving
attention, being receptive to them,
whoever they are. "Flw practice of the
Metta Bhavana, the development of
loving kindness, involves giving
attention first to ourselves, then to a
good friend, then to a neutral person,
consciously trying to bring to mind that
man in the railway station, or that
woman at the check-out in the
supermarket, whose existence we have
only fleetingly registered, and accord
him or her full humanity. The fourth
stage brings to mind the enemy, the
foe, the person who does not gratify us,
who appears to obstruct us in getting
what we want. We make an effort to
recognize the existence of that person
as separate from our own reaction to
them, allowing them to be subject in
their world rather than object in ours.
In consciously going against the grain
of our habitual tendencies, opening out
beyond our usual confines, we can
begin to extend tlUs awareness, and the
met/a engendered by it, to all beings
known or unknown wherever they exist.

The development or mella leads into
the practice of the Inidono vihoras or
'sublime states'. When loving kindness
meets with the suffering of another,
cconpassion, hamna, arises; in resp(mse
to the happiness of another loving
kindness becomes mn(1ita, sviiij nit Itetic

joy. Recognition that every human being
experiences ly)th.jov and suffering gives
rise to upeksha, equanimity.

Mindfulness of others in inseparable
from loving kindness. In the Kamniyo

MOM Sotla, tlw discourse on how to
develop mella, the Buddha, at the end
of the 811/1a,describes mella as ;t form of
mindfulness: 'Standing or moving,
sitting, lving down, in whatsoever wav
that we may be, let us found firmly this


mindfulness of boundless love, for this
is what we call "the state sublime".

So Metta Bhavana is not something
we practise only whilst sitting in

meditation. If we are to attain the

fullness of met/a we need to maintain a
constant loving awareness of ot hers
throughout all the activities of daily life.
I low can we do this:-

We can look at others, simply take
them in, acknowledge their existence.
We can see the marks of.jos. and of pain
reflected in their faces and in the
gestures of their bodies, and respect the
fullness of their life experience.

We can listen to others, really listen,
not .just to their words but to the way
they use those Words; their vocabulary
which describes their own unique
experience, the intonation which gives
colour and meaning. And we can uffinui
their experience, their expression, trust
their sincerity. Even if die expression is
confused and lacks congruence, we can
have the patience, dlow the space, to
let them unravel the meaning, to let

clarity emeige.
NVecan allow people to change, not

hold fixed views as to who they are or
how we would like them to be. We can
truly help other people not by
imposing on them what Weconsider to

be good for them, but by being
receptive to them, seeing what they
really need. Sometimes this is simply
our friendship.

In Vision and Transformalion

Sangharakshita equates love with
awareness: 'Love means awareness of
the being of another person. It is clear
that the practice of mindliilness of
others is not the cool and detached
observation that it is sometimes
mistaken fOr, but a warm and loving
awareness which brings us closer to
other people.'

Whenever we take a step away from
our inherently self-centred experience
of existence and make the effOrt to
become more aware of the being of
another person, we are taking a step in
the direction of Reality, or

Enlightenment, the state which goes

beyond self and other altogether so

that we apprehend our

interconnectedness with all beings. As

such, we transcend death also.

The Kal.aniya Sulta concludes:

'And let us practise unbounded love for

all the world.... So shall we, by leaving
far behind all wrongfitl views, by

walking righteously, attain to gnostic

vision.... Such in truth shall come to

birth no more in any womb. J

Left:Maitreyi
Below:Communicationexercisesat Taraloka



removing
THE FILTERS

Trees,rocks, cars, dustbins, roads,flowers ....
Varachitta makes herpeace with a worldfull of things

T he world is filled

with things. That is
partly the trouble.
It is hard to take

everything in without
introducing a sort of filter
whereby we choose what to
see and what not to see.
Unfortunately these filters
often become set in our
minds as fixed views.
'Mindfulness of things'
requires that we remove
these filters, let loose our
senses, and have a proper
look. It is about using our
senses to find out what is
around us and how we relate
to it.

The five senses are our
windows on the world; it is
through them that we most
directly interact with it. To

10 keep them hardly open, or
wedged shut through
indifference, laziness, or
fear, is like living a half-life
in the stale air of a dungeon.
It also means remaining in a
state of ignorance.

The first step is therefore
to become aware that we are
generally not aware: that our
'awareness' fluctuates wildly
depending on whether we
find something interesting
or not. 'Interesting', of
course, usually means that a
thing is liked by us and a
corresponding movement is
made towards that thing in
expectation of its giving us
pleasure. Movement is made
away from something which
causes pain. This kind of
behaviour takes place in the
amoeba, and such an
approach to the world
outside ourselves is hardly
helpful if one is trying to
tread the path of the higher
evolution as an individual
human being.

To throw open thc
windows of the senses is to
defy these firs, these
conventions that limit the
mind. To really lookat a slimy

green pool, for example, to
put your hand in and feel
slithering mulch, is to throw
off inherited attitudes of
'niceness' and 'nastiness'
and simply experience what
is there. It is in these
moments of experience that
we can intercept our fixed
ideas and find out, purely on
a sense level, what is really
there.

All the time our five senses
are telling us very directly
and immediately about the
world, but all too often our
experience gets obscured by
mental agitation. For
example, when we see a
slimy pool we might
immediately remember that
we once fell into such a pool
and got dirty. We therefore
no longer 'see' the new
slimy pool at all; we just see
something unpleasant Thus
all slimy pools are tarred
with the same brush. Here a
moving away from the
'unpleasant' is in action.
This time it is memory that
has been used as stimulus to
move us away but,
underneath that, the deeper
ignorance process' is

unfolding. Very often we
allow our past experience of
things to direct our
behaviour and reactions.
This is fatal as far as
practising mindfulness of
things is concerned. An
essential condition-and
aspect-of this kind of
awareness being that we
open ourselves to things
around us and regard them
with a fresh, unbiased eve.

A friend of mine,
admittedly in a rather
overwrought state of mind,
once walked stark naked
down the high street of a
quiet Welsh village. I must
confess a secret admiration
for her. Opening up the
senses can perhaps be
compared to her act, there is


a fearlessness-if not slight
madness-in sincerely
practising mindfulness of
things, discarding
convention and responding
to things absolutely directly,
immediately, and nakedly.

On the outer rim of the
Wheel of Life, a Buddhist
symbol for conditioned
existence, there is a picture of
a man with an arrow stuck in
Ins eve. Instead of pulling it
out he stands there asking
himself 'Who shot the
arrow?"What is it made of?'
'How far did it come? 'Is
there another one coining?'
This reflects our usual
approach to things. Instead
of simply seeing them we get
caught up in all sorts of
mental activity regarding the
things' past and future. These 


conceptualizations effectively
blind us to the present, like
an arrow in the eye.

In order to become more
mindful mental activity
needs to be quietened down.
To still the mind is to open
the mind. In the context of
becoming more aware of
'things' it means that we
allow what our senses
perceive to penetrate the
mind instead of being
deflected by habitual
reactions. Trying to be more
mindful when the brain is
buzzing with activity is like
spitting into the wind. Our
perceptions too are
heightened and clarified
through mental tranquillity.

In the hurly-burly of the
city, however, where there
are myriads of different



'things' to interact with, one

after another, mental

tranquillity is a challenge to

say the least. But is it all as
complex and confusing as it

first appears? One answer is

a resounding yes! That, after
all, is how we directly

experience it; it is all so
noisy and jangh, we don't

like it. I lowever, it is possible
to go beyond experiencing

things in this way and to
develop a fuller
understanding.

The effect of relating to

things in the world as
objects 'out there' to be

battled with every day is to
reinforce our own sense of
separateness and isolation. It
also dulls our experience as
sense Act- sense is shut
(Ithyri hi order to 'cope'.

'file danger of this shut

down is that the world no

kmger has the chance to be

seen clearly or to be related
to from a positive stance.

One way of cutting

through this indifference
and dullness towards things
is to shift our mental
perspective on them, to
move a few paces away from

where we usually stand and
look at things from a new
Viewpoint.

We could, for example,
look, hear, taste, touch, and

smell while bearing in mind

the traditional list of the five
elements-earth, water, fire,
air, and space. Material
tlnngs.,tre made of these

elements and rely on them
fOr theh- existence. At its
simplest, mindfUlness of 


things consists of awareness

of the constant interplay

between these five: their

interaction to create form,
their dissolution as the form

decays. The earth element

manifests in the quality of
hardness-wood, stone,
bones; the water element in

fluidity and wetness-rain,
the sea, blood; fire manifests
in warmth-the sun, fires,

bodily processes which
create heat; air manifests in
wind-breetes, storms,

breath. hnallv, within the

element space all the other
elements manifest.

Space is an interesting
element to reflect on; OM

meral tendency is to see all

objects as solid and
separated from each other
by space. Actually they could

StarryNight,VincentVanGogh

be seen as always being in
relationship to one another
through this constantly
shifting element. If I stand
up my relationship with the
chair is radically altered, the
shape of the space between
me and the table is totally
different; every movement I
make affects space. I am
connectedwith things around
me, not divided from them,
by this element. If you have
ever tried to draw something
you will know that if you
move your position even
slightly while drawing you
have to start again, the
shape of the space between
you and the object having
changed completely. Our 11
physical bodies and other
objects take up space; as we
grow up front childhood the
size of the space we occupy
gets bigger, without space
we would have no form. It is
worth looking at things from
the viewpoint not of the
shape theyare but the shape
of the space around

them-how they relate to

everything else and how that
relationship is in a constant
state of flux. Refining our
awareness of this element

encourages a deeper

understanding of our
interconnectedness with
things; becoming more

aware of all the six elements
in their gross and more
subtle forms reveals the

common ground we share
with all other beings and

'things' in the world.

Mindfulness of things is
about sharpening up the

senses and using them to
explore the world. It is also
about throwing away
preconceptions and limited
ideas. Ultimately it is simply

about living in the present
tense. J



For Prakasha, thepractice
of mindfulness is a path to

the highest Insight

A t some time in

their lives, many
people have a
heightened

experience of awareness in
which for a few brief magical
moments they discover and
enter into a greater reality.
It is as if time expands into
eternity and all life seems
unified and whole; for
perhaps no apparent reason
we are lifted up and borne
on the wings of inspiration
so that we seem to enter into
another realm of reality.
This may happen whilst
looking across the ocean at a
beautiful sunset or at a
rainbow over the mountains.
It may occur through a
sudden deepening of
intimacy between friends. It


we need look no further for
reality than in the place
where we find ourselves or
in our own minds. As
Hakuin's 'Song of
Meditation' reminds us:

'This veryplacethePureLand,
This very bodythe Buddha.'

Insight into reality manifests
when we see things 'as they
really are' with a purified
mind and a consciousness
stripped of illusion. It is as if
our mind becomes like a
clear, bright mirror in which
everything is fully reflected
and nothing gets stuck or
distorted. Insight into reality
is a direct seeing with the
mind into the nature of
mind.

In the Buddhist tradition
the term 'insight' is reserved

basis for the development of
vipashyana. In this way
vipashyana naturally
develops out of shamalha
and completes it.

The practice of awareness
or mindfulness involves
bringing full attention and
awareness to our body,
emotions, and thoughts, and
to the objects of our senses-
which include other people
and the world. A focus or
thread of awareness is kept
throughout all our activities.
This helps to maintain
continuity of purpose and
gives us a consistent
experience of ourselves on
every level; body, emotions,
and mind. Thereby we
experience ourselves, other
people, and the world more

EnterzngtheRealmo
may come as a result of the
death of someone close, or
through calamity. It may
come during artistic
creation or just through
living a simple and ethical
life. It may come in the
innocence of youth or in the
fullness of age.

Such an experience is
often unforgettable. It can
mark a transformation or an
important turning point in
our life. It may bring the
conviction that there really
are different levels of being
and reality to be entered
and initiate a spiritual quest.
For many people, however,
this experience and
realization fades into a mere
memory. Thev have no
means to support or develop
it. The beautiful vision that
was once so inspiring turns
into a distant dream. So how
can we maintain and
develop the glimpses and
insights that we have had? Is
there a way to develop
insight and practise
'awareness of reality'
systematically?

By 'reality' we do not
mean sonic metaphysical
'ultimate' abstracted from
experience, but the ordinary
world as seen and
experienced with purified
consciousness and
perceptions. Consequently 


for a level of understanding
that is radical,
transformative, and
irreversible. Unlike ordinary
understanding it cannot be
clouded or forgotten. It is,
however, cumulative, and a
first spark of insight can be
developed, stage by stage,
into the full illumination of
Enlightenment or
Buddhahood. Such an
insight may come suddenly
and spontaneously-as in the
case of Hui Neng who
gained insight as a youth
whilst simply listening to a
recitation of the Diamond
Sutra. For others it may
come gradually as the fruit
of a lifetime of steadily
maturing Dharma practice.

In order to reach this level
of insight we need to
practise the twin disciplines
of shamatha and vipashsana
on a firm foundation of
ethics. Shamatha is the
practice of calming or
concentration, vipashyana is
the practice of
contemplation or reflection.
We practise shaniatha in the
context of the four
dimensions of awareness by
bringing our full attention
and awareness to OM

experience of the three
different dimensions of self.
others, and tlnngs, and then
•sing this awareness as a

Reality
completely and
continuously, and our
experience becomes richer
and more satisfying.

As the practice of
mindfulness becomes
established, instead of being
caught up in the past and
anxious about the future we
are able to enter, and live
much more fully in, the
present. Often the present
moment seems rather
fleeting and unreal. There is
never enough time and so
we usually rush. With the
practice of mindfulness,
however, the present
becomes spacious, relaxed,
and complete in itself.
Actually the present is the
only time there is! As we
begin to discover this we are
able to engage fully in
activity vet maintain our
calmness and serenity. Our
body becomes more relaxed
and our movements
graceful. We are aware of
our thoughts and feelings-
which become clear and
bright. We take time to
listen to other people and
hear what they have to say.
We are able to appreciate
the world around us: a walk
through the park, the
evening sunset, a single
flower. Our life simplifies
and we gain satisfaction and
enjoyment from simple



-
activities because each
experience is fully lived and
participated in. There is
nothing left over. We
become the still centre of
the turning world.

When mindfulness and
awareness are fully
established they provide the
basis for insight, as a story
from the Udana, an early
Buddhist text, illustrates. A
man called Bahiya once
approached the Buddha for
a teaching. He had travelled
right across India, and
finally met the Buddha on
his alms-round. The Buddha
is described at that moment
as 'attractive, good to look
upon, with senses calmed,
tranquil of mind, in full
attainment of composure by
masterly control, like a
tamed, alert, perfectly
trained elephant'. In
response to Bahiya's
repeated requests for
instruction, the Buddha
finally gave him a short,
quintessential teaching, as a
result of which Bahiya
gained Insight:

'In theseentherewill bejust die
seen,In theheardjust theheard,
In the imaginedjust the
imagined,In thecognizedjust
thecognized.'

In Bahiya's practice of
mindfulness there was
nothing excluded from his

awareness and no extraneous
thoughts, judgements, or
interpretations. He was fully
alert, attentive, and aware.
And as a result of this
concise teaching he saw and
experienced 'things as they
really are'.

In the Mahasatipalthana
Sutta, besides the practice of
mindfulness, the Buddha
also teaches contemplation
and reflection as aids to the
development of insight. For
example, on the basis of an
awareness of the body, the
body's impermanence is
reflected on. Besides
impermanence, there arc
given many other subjects
for reflection: the five
hindrances, the five
skandhas, the six sense
spheres, and the seven
factors of Enlightenment.

The mind itself is also an
important object of
reflection. In the Tibetan
tradition, in a text entitled
The Hundred Thousand Songs
of Milarepa we find the story
of 'The Shepherd's Search
for Mind'. A young
shepherd of exceptional
abilities meets Milarepa who
instructs him to meditate
and reflect on the nature of
his own mind. The next day
the boy returns and Milarepa
asks him what his mind is like.

'Well, it is limpid, lucid,

moving, unpredictable, and
ungraspable; it has no
colour or shape. When it
associates with the eyes it
sees; when with the ear, it
hears, when with the nose, it
smells; when with the
tongue it tastes and talks;
and when with the feet it
walks. Normally the mind
directs the body; when the
body is in good condition,
the mind can command it at
will, but when the body
becomes old, decayed, or
bereft, the mind will leave it
behind without a thought as
one throws away a stone
after cleaning oneself. The
mind is very reasonable and
adaptable.'

Milarepa instructs him in
mahamudra meditation and
the shepherd continues to
practise with some
remarkable results.
Gradually he gains insight
into the nature of mind. He
realizes that the appearances
of the world that are
perceived are simply
manifestations of the mind
and do not have
independent existence any
more than do the waves in
the ocean. He understands
that the 'moving mind' that
thinks and perceives all the
time is an expression of the
'unmoving mind' that is
clear, brilliant, empty, and
self-aware. As Milarepa sings:

'Byconstantpracticeand
mindfulness thereon,
Onefeelsradiant Selfdwareness
shining likea brilliant lamp.
It ispure and brightas aflower,
It is like thefeeling of staring
Into thevast and emptysky.
The Awarenessof Voidnessis
limpid and transparent,
yet vivid.'

Besides the practice of
reflection, another
important approach to the
awareness of reality is
visualization and mantra
recitation. Visualization is an
important vipashyana
method which reached its
culmination in the Vajrayana
form of Buddhism. In one
visualization practice, the
calm, serene, yellow-robed
figure of the Buddha is
imagined sitting beneath the
bodhi-tree after his
attainment of Enlightenment.

is seated on the edge of a

forest by a river with
mountains in the distance.
One.then reflects upon his
qualities.of boundless
compassion, penetrating
wisdom, and inexhaustible
energy, a-s-wellas—upon
significant incidents in his
career; his Going Forth, his
Enlightenment, the first
teaching, and his
Parinirvana.

The figure of the Buddha
is usually visualized in the
vastness of a clear, blue sky.
This symbolizes the
Emptiness (shunyata) or
'Open dimension of Being'
which transcends all
concepts whatsoever. The
Great Void is open,
boundless, mysterious, and
ineffable, yet it is the
dimension in which all
phenomena manifest. It is
reality in its nakedness:
perfect, pure, and primordial.

While visualizing the
Buddha, a mantra is recited.
This puts us in touch with
the qualities that the
Buddha embodies, and
helps us to maintain contact
with them after our
meditation in the midst of 13
the responsibilities of
everyday life. In this way the
thread of contact with
'reality' can be maintained
at all times. In Vajrayana
practice we find the
instruction to 'Hear all
sounds as the Buddha's
mantra, see all things as the
Buddha's realm, and realize
one's inseparability from the
Buddha.' Gradually,
through this practice, our
ordinary experience is
transfigured and transformed
until we eventually enter the
realm of reality and are able
to maintain our awareness
and connectedness with
reality at all times and in all
places. Then our practice of
the awareness of reality is
complete. As Milarepa sings
at the conclusion of 'The
Shepherd's Search for Mind':

'Without anival, he reaches
theplace of the Buddha;
Without seeing,
he visions the Dhanna-kaya:
Without effort,
he doesall things naturally.
Dear son, toe Virtue-seeker,
bear this instruction in your
mind. 'CI
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In a delightful volume of
memoirs, glowing with
affection and humour,
Sangharakshita shares the
incidents, encounters, and
insights of his early years in
Kalimpong. These include a
brush with with Bombay film
industry—and several more with
with Buddhist 'establishment%
a tour with the relics of the
Buddha's chief disciples, a
meeting with the
'Untouchables" saviour, Dr
B.R. Ambedkar, the discovery
of a spiritual kinship with I,ama
Anagarika Govinda, and much,
much more.

Behind the events we witness
the transformation of a rather
eccentric young man—as he
must surely have appeared to
his fellow expatriates—into a
unique and confident
individual, completely at home
in his adopted world and
increasingly effective as an
interpreter of Buddhism for a
new age.
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PIONEER OF
WESTERN BUDDHISM

A ThousandJourneys:
TheBiographyof
LamaAnagarikaGovinda
by Ken Winkler
Published by Element, pp.182,
paperback price £8.95

A nyone who has ever
read, and been
delighted by, the

eloquent descriptions of
Lama Anagarika Govinda's
pilgrimage to Tibet in The
Way of the White Clouds will
naturally be interested in
this recently published
biography of him by Ken
Winkler. Indeed, even if
one is not directly
interested in Govinda's
pilgrimages, this aptly
named biography could still
sustain interest on the
merits of including
frequent mention of
Govinda's friendship with
Sangharakshita, and hints
as to how these two quite
exceptional personalities
influenced and shaped each
other's thinking.

Winkler has drawn on a
wealth of material to
construct his biography,
which includes conversations
with Govinda himself, with
his wife, Li Gotami, with
Sangharakshita, and with
many other people who
knew Govinda personally. A
Thousand Journeys traces
Govinda's, or Ernst Lothar
Hoffmann's, life back to his
birth in Germany, sharing
with us the information that
Govinda's maternal great-
grandfather was a soldier of
fortune who, after a life of
adventure and fighting
somehow became the War
Minister for Bolivia! The
book continues to trace
Govinda's childhood
influences, his early ability
to speak French and
Spanish fluently, and his
love of philosophy. He was
training to be a mining
engineer, but at the age of
sixteen he turned away
from the world of physics
and mechanics to a more

absorbing field. In his own
words: 'I discovered that I
was not so much interested
in the depths of the earth as
in the depths of the mind.
So, instead of engineering, I
turned to philosophy,' (p.3).

Eventually in his search
fi)r truth and meaning he
found Buddhism, and he
founded the International
Buddhist Union, of which
'he was the sole member'.
In 1928 he sold up
everything he possessed and
moved to Ceylon, in order
to join the Buddhasangha.
In his gentle and easily
accessible literary style
Winkler tells us how
Govinda first became a
Theravadin bhikkhu (it was
then that he was given the
name Govinda) and how he
later came to meet the great
Tibetan lama, Tomo Geshe
Rimpoche. It was a meeting
which would change his life.

The rest, as they say, is
history. In the years that
followed, Govinda carried
on writing, studying,
practising, and conducting
many pilgrimages to Tibet,
to research Tibetan sacred
art, and to deepen his
understanding of the
importance of particular
forms, colours, and sounds
in Tibetan Buddhism. A
Thousand Journeys tells us
also of his marriage to Li
Gotami, and his growing
fame in the West. It tells of
the many members of the
so-called beat generation
who came to visit him in the
house which was rented to


him by Dr Evans Wentz, and
it tells how he eventually
came to the decision to set
up an Order, the Arya
Maitreya Mandala, which in
a number of ways resembles
our own Western Buddhist
Order. Of particular
interest to those involved
with the FwBois a chapter
devoted to Govinda's
friendship with
Sangharakshita, which
includes some delightful
descriptions of Govinda by
Sangharakshita.

Most of all, though, the
book describes Govinda's
many journeys, and
chronicles the story of one
of the great Buddhist
pioneers who played a large
part in the introduction of
Buddhism to the West.
Throughout the book,
Govinda is presented as a
warm, humorous,
intelligent human being,
who above all was
formidably dedicated to his
practice of Buddhism. In

the last letter he wrote,
which interestingly enough
was addressed to
Sangharakshita (he died
four days after writing it),
he stated that is was up to
the next generation of
Western Buddhists to 'take
Buddhism out of the merely
academic atmosphere and 15
make it a living experience'.
It is ironic that he should
have written this, for it is
people like him and
Sangharakshita who have
done precisely that, who
have made Buddhism into a
living experience, and by
doing so have influenced
the lives of thousands of
others. It is an inspiring
testament to Govinda that
even though he had done
so much, he still knew that
the work had only just
begun, and he has passed
on his charge to his many
students to carry on making
Buddhism a living
experience.

Being an avid reader of
biographies, I found this a
deeply enjoyable and
inspiring book, as it charts
and explores the life of a
Western man who gave his
life to developing his
understanding of the
Buddha's teaching. CI

Amritavajra
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VIEWS OF
ULTIMATE
REALITY
TheBuddhaWithin:
TathagatagarbhaDoctrine
AccordingtotheShentong
Interpretationofthe
Ratnagotravibhaga
by S.K. Hookham
Published by State University
of New York Press, pp.421,
paperback price $19.95

/n the Introduction, the
author states her purpose
'to pose a challenge to

those Westerners who are n
danger of adopting...a
sided view of the Buckihki
tradition' by ignoring the
'vital role of the faculty of
"faith" in the process of
realization and enlighten-
ment' and who, relying upon
the 'intellectual faculty' as
supreme, deny 'even the
existence of intuitive wisdom
beyond the dualism of
knower and known,' (p.1).

16 Although many who read
this book may indeed find
parts of it a 'ittle demanding
on their 'intellectual faculty',
its overall purpose is stated
to lie in its p,actical
implications '[)r the
Buddhist practitioner. And,
although the author relies
almost entirely upon the
Tibetan tradition, both
textual and oral, it is clainied
that the issues raised reflect
certain implicit trends whose
roots go back to the earliest
Buddhist traditions. This
being the case, all Buddhists
will have something to gain
from the issues raised, once
some unfamiliar terminology
has been mastered.

The book is divided into
three sections. The first
introduces the reader to the
main issues, which centre
around the Tibetan
Shentong ('other-empty')
and Rangtong ('self-empty')
interpretations of the nature
of Ultimate Reality. This
provides the necessary
doctrinal background for
what follows. The second
section presents the
historical background of the

traditions supporting the
Shentong point of view and
the Shentong interpretation
of the Ratnagotravibhaga and
its prose commentary, the
central texts of the book,
both of which concern
themselves with the
Tathagatagarbha doctrine.
The final section provides 'A
Paraphrase With Comments'
on these texts, as well as a
translation of the
introduction from a
commentary on the
Ratnagotravibhaga by the
nineteenth century Tibetan
teacher, Jamgon Kongtrul.
There are also six useful
appendices.

The Shentong/Rangtong
distinction is concerned with
the interpretation of
'emptiness' (shunyata). Most
Rangtongpas treat the
statement 'All dharmas are
empty of self-nature' as a
`non-implicative negative'
truth statement. In other
words, there is no
implication of any other
reality that is not empty of
self-nature in the sense that
all dharmas areempty of self-
nature. Therefore, there is
no noumenal reality beyond
the realm of phenomena,
and the reality of those
phenomena is that they are
empty of inherent existence:
this is the sole reality.

For Shentongpas this is
tantamount to nihilism and
completely ignores the
positive statements
concerning a Reality beyond
conditioned phenomena,
'found in all Sutras'. For
Shentongpas the statement
'all dharmas are empty of
self-nature' is an `implicative
state of negation' implying
'something which is not
nothing, but something in
which something else is
absent,' (p.31). In other
words the statement implies
an experienceable
'something' which is empty
of the emptiness of self-
nature, called by the
Shentongpa Dolpopa 'the
remainder that is
primordially present,' (p.31).
That 'remainder' is a
positive Ultimate Reality
variously called 'Nirvana',
`Dharmakaya',
'Tathagatagarbha', etc.

And so we have two kinds
of 'emptiness'. As Maitreya's
Madhyantavibhaga, claimed
by Kongtrul as a source of
Shentong, puts it: `Here the
non-existence of person and
dharmas is emptiness. The
existence associated with
that non-existence—that is
another emptiness ....' (p.147).

Put in other terms,
conditioned co-production
(pratilya samutpada) is one
kind of emptiness whilst
there is another kind of
emptiness corresponding to
the Unconditioned which is,
as the author translates it,
'the existence (bhava)
associated with that non-
existence' (the Sanskrit text
here actually has sad-bhava,
'true/real being', rather
than bhava). That second
kind of emptiness is
synonymous with Nirvana,
etc. However, as Sthirarnati's
commentary on this verse
makes clear (this is not
mentione(I by the author)
the first kind of emptiness
avoids the extreme of
eternalism, whilst the second
avoids the extreme of
nihilism. Thus, as both are
complementary, neither can
be said to be 'ultimate truth'.
The Rangtong/Shentong
distinction is therefore more
a matter of methodology
than ontology. In fact, the
author does mention such a
position when she relates
that 'some teachers choose
to expound a certain
scripture from a Rangtong
point of view for some pupils
and the same scripture from
a Shentong point for
others,' (p.14).

There are 'exclusive
Rangtongpas', (e.g. the
Gelugpas) who cornpletely
reject Shentong as non-
Buddhist. There also seem to
be 'exclusive Shentongpas'
who, relying on a literal
interpretation of the
Tathagatagarbha doctrine,—
that Buddhahood is quite
literallywithin one right here
and now—can,with special
instruction from a teacher,
dispense with the gradual
purification of the defiled
mind and catch a glimpse of
Buddhahood. This then
becomes the focus of their
meditation practice.

Apparently, in time, the
defilements just fall away!
However, although this must
always remain a itssibility,
even though for the very few,
I do not see any need for a
literal interpretation of the
Tathagatagarbha doctrine in
order to explain it. Indeed,
to me, a literal interpretation
of this doctrine can be said
to be quite literally un-
Buddhist as is becomes
indistinguishable from the
Brahman/Atman of
Hinduism. At best it is a
piece of crude thinking.

This, briefly, is the theme
of the book. Doctrinally, I
found it very stimulating and
although I would take issue
with many points the author
raises, it does help one
attempt to clarify one's own
thinking (or lack of it!) in
numerous areas of Buddhist
doctrine. For example, is this
Rangtong/Shentong
distinction not based on a
one-sided notion of
'conditioned co-production',
taking into consideration
only the twelve 'negative'
links? If this is all there is, it
is hardly surprising that
some have felt the need for
something a little more
encouraging. But what about
the 'positive' links, leading
to 'knowledge of the
destruction of the asravas',
which is synonymous with
complete Buddhahood?
Here we have Buddhahood
arising in dependence on
conditions. Yet Dolpopa says
that if 'the Dharmata [a
synonym of Buddhahood]
was dependently arising...
[this would imply that] it was
false, non-existent, non-
dependable,' (p.82). Thus,
Dharmata must be outside of
all dependent arising and so
we need the Shentong
emptiness. But if this
Shentong/Rangtong
distinction rests upon a one-
sided notion of conditioned
co-production, does not a
complete notion of it make
that very distinction
redundant? For those
interested in following this
issue through for themselves,
I refer you to
Sangharakshita's Survey of
Buddhism pps.135-142 as a
starting point. 01 Sagaramati



PERSPECTIVES
ON THE BUDDHA

TheBuddha'sVictory
by Sangharakshita
Published by Windhorse,
pp.95, paperback price f4.95

F or many, The Buddha's
Victorywill be seen as a
good companion

volume to Sangharakshitit's
excellent Visionand
Transformation (reviewed in
(;oldenDrum no. 22) which
gives a clear introduction to
the Buddha's Noble
Eightfold Path. This new
book, based on five talks
given over the past decade,
covers certain key events in
the Buddha's life.

As the introduction
informs us, these talks 'were
given on home ground' in
the context of gatherings
organized either by the
Friends of the Western
Buddhist Order, or the
Western Buddhist Order
itself. This context perhaps
gives us a clue as to for whom
the book is most suited. In
contrast with Visionand
Transformation,whi ch
presents its material in a
form accessible to the
complete newcomer to
Buddhism, The Buddhay
Victoryis perhaps more
appropriate to those with
some knowledge of
Buddhism and even sonic
understanding of the fwm).
The reason for this is
twofold. Firstly, some of the
ideas introduced are quite
complex and may need
clarification and explanation
through preliminary reading
and discussion; secondly, in
one chapter at least, the
subject matter—the
ordination of Women—is
potentially quite contentious.

The first talk celebrates the
process leading up to the
Buddha's Enlightenment,
and his great vicurry over the
four Maras, preceded by
several lesser victories
'without which the great
victory mild hardly have
taken place, (p.16).

Sangharakshita describes the
Bodhisattva's going forth
from home to the homeless
life as the victory of
overcoming group attitudes,
conditioning, and
attachments. He also speaks
of Siddhartha's victory over
complacency and ambition
making the telling point that
'if you are spiritually
ambitious, in the sense of
seeking a position of spiritual
leadership, you are likely to
become spiritually
complacent. Similarly, if you
are spiritually complacent,
you will tend to seek a
position of spiritual
leadership by way of
compensation for your lack
of real spiritual effort,' (p.19).

This is followed by 'The
New Man Speaks', dealing
with the months after the
Buddha's Enlightenment
and the spiritual experiences
which led to his finding the
means to `speak'—to
communicate Ids
enlightenment experience to
others.

In the third talk
Sangharaksldta gives an
account of the story of
Mahaprajapati, the first
woman to seek to go forth
into the spiritual community.
This was at first firmly
rehised by the Buddha and
only afier the intervention of
Ananda did he perndt her
ordination, although not
without imposing eight
special rules. Sangharaksidta
admits that these rules seem
'quite severe, even quite
harsh ... Indeed, the Buddha
seems to be being quite
unjust to women in
general,' (p.53)—although, as
he later explains, the rules
are more concerned with
social than spiritual factors.

Reflecting upon the
significance of this incident,
SangharaksIdta (in contrast
to sonic Western
commentators who have seen
this as evidence that the
Buddha 'oppressed Nvomen')

points out that the Buddha's
refusal to ordain
Mahaprajapati arose not
from the fact that she was a
woman, but because her
approach to demanding
ordination was wilful and
manipulative.

The last chapter is based
on a moving account from
the VinaTaPilaka of the Pali
Canon. It describes how the
Buddha and Ananda once
came across a very sick monk
who was suffering with
dysentery and `laywhere he
had fallen down in his Own
excrement,' (p.62). On
enquiry, the Buddha was told
that this monk was 'useless to
the brethren Lord. That is
why Iwe] do not take care of
him.' 'Fhe Buddha's
immediate response to this
was, along with Ananda, to
clean up and care for the
monk himself.

Coinmenting on the
shocking nature of this
monk's story Sangharakshita
prints to the special role of
mutual kindness within the
spiritual community, and in
this connection draws certain
parallels between the early
Buddhist sangha and our
own Western Buddhist
Order.

The final talk deals with
the period leading up to the
Buddha's death. In it we are
told thid 'perhaps all the
Buddhist teachings could

be reduced to one teaching,
in fact to:just One magic,
meaninglid word ...
impermanence,' (p.78) This
chapter fircuses on
impermanence, and
particularly on the subject of
death. Three meditations are
described wldch can help us


to connect with the reality of
our own approaching death.
There follows a description
of tour incidents in the
period leading up to the
Buddha's final passing away.
Here, Sangharakshita makes
several important points
including the assertion that
'Stream-entry is well within
the reach of serious-minded
practising Buddhists,' (p.85),
and that there is a need to
reconcile the subjective and
objective refuge within the
spiritual life: that of personal
spiritual development
(subjective) and that of
devotion to a supremely
worthwhile object,' (p.86). CI
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outlook
THE EUROPEAN BUDDHIST UNION - A PROMISE OR A THREAT?

represent Buddhism-and,
indeed, a Buddhism to
which all of the Union's
member organizations are
happy to subscribe. But
that, necessary though it
might be, is only a form of
last-resort insurance. What
is really required is that the
Union-should now become
truly representative.

There are still a great
many European Buddhist
movements- indeed, some
of the biggest and oldest -
which show no inclination
to join the EBU at all. While
they refrain from
involvement, the Union will
not only be in the
potentially dangerous
position of being seen to be
representative when it is in
fact not so, but will also be
missing out on the
considerable contribution
that these movements could
be making to its life and

F ight hundred and

fifty metres up in,
the densely

4



 forested foothills of
the French Alps, L'Institut
Karma Ling provided a
delightful venue for this
year's plenary session of the
European Buddhist Union ,
(EBU).

It seemed significant that
our three-clay meeting took
place in a thriving retreat
centre. Sharing the main
building of the restored
twelfth century abbey with
us were some eighty people
participating in a Zen
retreat-under the guidance
of an Italian master; just a
little way from the house, ,
hidden by the trees, were 4'
number of people enga- I
in a three-year retreat 1,
Institute was establisheu
under the inspiration of
Kalu Rimpoche), while the
Institute's own (French)
spiritual director, Lr ma
Denis Teunroup, was in the
middle of a year's solitary
retreat. This was clearly a
centre of living Buddhism.

The participants at our
session, from France, Italy,
Germany, Spain, Holland,
and the Lix (no one from
Eastern Europe this year)
represented a reasonably
broad spread of Buddhist
schools, and were all clea::y
serious about their personal
Buddhist practice.
Relatively small and
occasionally chaotic though
our gathering was, it did
somehow suggest that the
Union is evolving into a real
union ef real Buddhists.

This is both a blessing
and a potential curse. It is a
blessing because it is always
good to meet fellow
Buddhists, and if the Union
continues to provide a
regular forum for such
meetings then it will be
making itself very
worthwhile. Why the
Union's success could also
be a curse can perhaps be
discerned from its recent
acceptance as a 'Category 3
Non-Governmental Agency'
by UNESCO. It seems to be in
the nature of things that,
whether all European

Buddhists like it or not, the
Union is set to be
considered by all kinds of
agencies and institutions as
a body capable of
representing all of Europe's
Buddhists.

Envisaging such an
eventuality, the Fwao's
delegates have risked their
popularity over the past five
years by insisting that the
Union's constitution should
ensure among other things
that (a) only groups under
the explicit direction of
committed Buddhists
should be allowed into the
Union, and (b) that Union
decisions should be reached
by consensus rather than by
majority vote.

A constitution which
includes those provisions
was agreed and passed last
year and thus provides
some kind of guarantee that
the Union will continue to

With divorce rates increasing and

many people opting not to
marry when they have children,
there have been renewed calls

for a return to 'traditional' family values in
order to encourage parental responsibility
and to counter selfish individualism.

But is the family viable under the pressures
of industrial society? Is it a healthy
institution? With just a few people living
together in what is often emotional isolation
from others, the family rarely provides for
the fuller emotional needs of its members.
Many men lose their old friendships when
they get married, and many women with
young children spend much of the week with
no adult company and support.

A number of alternatives have been tried as
one will discover on reading Diggersand
Dreamers,the 'Guide to Communal Living'
(Published by Communes Network), which
contains a directory of many British
communities (including some FwBoones),
situations in which people intentionally live
together communally. The book also
contains several articles about the history and
practice of communal living.

There have been a wide variety of
communities over the years, ranging from
loose collections of people united only by a
common desire 'to do their own thing
without interference', to those motivated by
particular religious or political philosophies.
These can be anything from Tolstoyan
anarchists to New Age monks. Communities
can contain from three to a hundred or so


work. The absent
movements, of course, as
well as missing an
opportunity for some
stimulating contact, run the
risk of being misrepresented.

Perhaps next year's
meeting - the planning of
which took up much of our
time this year -will give a
major boost to the Union's
membership. Organized on
behalf of the EBU by the
German Buddhist Union,
the congress will be held in
Berlin and is expected to
attract thousands of visitors-
not least because of its
impressive list of invited
speakers: the Dalai Lama,
Shamar Rirnpoche, Ayya
Khema, Thich Nhat Hanh,
Dr Rewata Dhamma,
Daishin Morgan, Prabhasa
Darma Roshi, Sogyal
Rimpoche, and the FWBO's

founder, Sangharakshita
Nagabodhi

people, occupy one building or several, be
found in the city or at the far end of a
remote Scottish peninsula. They can be
single-sex or mixed, have adults only or
children too. Often thev do not last very
long, but some have lasted decades.

Slowly and painftilly an understanding of
the issues and practicalities of communal
living seems to have developed. This comes
through in articles such as 'New
Communities' by Simon Poulter and
Jonathon How, and in the community 'rules'
suggested at one point in the book. Overall,
Diggersand Dreamersis of interest and use
whether one lives communally already, in a
nuclear family, or alone.

Successful communities are very rare. Even
within the 1100, community living has
perhaps only been successful amongst some
of the most committed who have been able
to live in single-sex communities with other
adults.The community principle involves two
different issues: the establishment of a
community as a network of relationships,and
the development of a suitable living situation
shared with at least some members of that
wider community. The former is most
probably of primary importance, and needs
to be based upon a collective ideal. As such a
wider community develops, a variety of
communal living situations can crystallize
from it, themselves then contributing to the
development of that wider community.
Perhaps there is still a long way to go before
we will see widespread alternatives to the
nuclear family.

FAMILIES OR COMMUNITIES?
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'In Going Forth one
relinquishes a social identity
and takes up a quest. One
becomes an individual, living
a life based on universal
values.' In such terms did
Subhuti's keynote address
proclaim 'Going Forth' as
the theme of the 1991
convention of the Western
Buddhist Order.

The convention, a biennial
gathering of the whole Order,
took place in August at Sibfbrd
School in the village of Sibford
Ferris near Banbury. Since the
swelling numbers of the Order
have made the convention
too big an affair for any of
the FWBO's retreat centres it
has had to seek more
spacious accommodation. By
general consent, Sibford —a
large Quaker school in the
Oxfordshire countryside —
proved a more congenial
venue than the rather gloomy
Jesuit college which had
housed the 1989 convention.
There was time, space, and
perfect weather for walks,
and the sports hall (richly

20 decorated for the occasion)
provided a lofty and
reverberant shrine-room in
which up to two hundred
Order members could
perform puja and meditate
daily.

The event at Sibford Ferris
in fact comprised firstly the
combined convention (for
men and women) and then
the men's convention.
Subhuti's talk launched the
combined convention and it
was followed the next
evening by Dhammadinna's
guide to the figures on the
Order's new 'refuge tree' —a
visualized array of Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas. During the
subsequent men's
convention the theme of
Going Forth was resumed
and explored in a fascinating
series of talks. Within the
space available it is possible
to mention only a few.

In 'The Economics of
Going Forth' Kulananda
reminded the convention
that the world had recently
witnessed what was in effect
the death of Communism.
Economic individualism,
consumerism, and the free

CONVE
market were now likely to be
unrivalled as value systems.
However, at this crucial
moment, the FWBO was
holding before the world (in
institutions such as its
residential communities and
Right Livelihood
enterprises) a model for a
radically different lifestyle.
Communalism, the term
coined by Kulananda as a
convenient term for this
lifestyle, was not just a
theoretical alternative but
was being tried and proven
within the FWBO and might
well be imitated by others.

In 'Going Forth and
Citizenship' Subhuti again
took the rostrum to
challenge the notion that
membership of the sangha
should or indeed could
stand wholly outside the
state. Adducing evidence
that such a position was not
sustainable in practice, he
argued that one must go
forth within citizenship
rather than from it. Inspired
partly by moral dilemmas
presented bv the Gulf War,
Subhuti's reflections on this
subject raised the
fascinating, and potentially
controversial, subject of how
Buddhists should conduct

NTIONS
themselves within the
political sphere.

Dharmaghosha, speaking
on the subject of 'Going
Forth from the Family and
Sexual Relationships' offered
the convention what might
justly be called a hymn in
praise to Brahmacharva, the
'divine life' of chastity. After
the talk Dharmaghosha,
putting his avowed principles
into practice, received the
brahmacharya precept from
Sangharakshita in the course
of the evening's puja, donning
the yellow robes of an
anagarika or homeless one.

Both sections of the
convention were enlivened
bv a wide spectrum of other
events. The morning was
given over to various group
meetings—I:sir the purpose of
reporting-in and studs', or to
enable those practising the
same sadhana (visualization
practice) to share their
experience and practice.

Yet the real meaning, and
the greatest pleasure, of the
convention was not to be
found in any particular item
on the programme but in
the nature of the event itself.
This was simply the coming
together in friendship of
some two hundred Order

members who, in one
another's presence, could
directly and vividly
experience the spiritual
community which they
comprise. Li Subhuman

Above:Dharmacharinisat
Taraloka.Right:Dhammadinna
Below:SagaramatiandSiddhiratna
catchupat themen'sconvention



WOMEN'S CONVENTION
Immediately before the
combined convention,
women Order members held
a ten-day convention at
Taraloka retreat centre.
Amund sixty Dharmacharinis
attended, and two marquees
were hired to provide a
dining area and to extend

the shrine-mom so that it
could accommodate
everyone. This was the fourth
such convention and most of
those who were in a position
to make comparisons said
that it was the best. Twenty-
two women have been
ordained since the last such

event, marking a very
significant expansion of the
women's Order. What is
more, they have been
ordained by women
preceptors, a development 21
which seems to have brought
a noticeable deepening of
maturity and confidence.

The theme of the week was
'the opening of the Dharrna
eye' and this provided a focus
for the morning study
sessions and for the talks and
pujas which took place in the
evenings. Within this theme
there was an emphasis on the
development of a pioneering
spirit such as was described
by Shrimala, Ratnashuri, and
Sanghadevi in their talks on
the experience of being a
preceptor. On another
evening three chairwomen
(Vajragita from Holland,
Vidyavati from the USA, and
Varadevi from Wellington)
spoke about the challenge of
taking a spiritual and
organizational lead.

Dhammadinna, who led
the retreat, conducted several
long and highly ritualistic
pujas including a yidainpuja
devoted to the figures who
feature in visualization
practices undertaken within
the Order. Such activities lent
a depth of practice to a
stirring week. Ul

JOINING T
Over the summer thirty-five men and women
became members of the Western Buddhist
Order. Five women were ordained at Taraloka,
fifteen men at Bhaja in India, one at
Padmaloka, and fourteen at Guhyaloka in
Spain. Padmakara (formerly Roger Bygott)
from the Bristol Buddhist Centre, who was
ordained at Guhyaloka, describes something
of the experience.

'In the first week wc performed a robing
ceremony—the symbolic GoingForthand
donning of the blue robe: blue for the
Dharma jewel and the open blue sky which
symbolizes Shunyata. This, along with study of
spiritual friendship and confession, quickly
led to a sense of harmony which was to grow
stronger and stronger over the months.

'Then there was the natural beauty of the
valley: elemental, grand, and immediate
(only one step through a rickety yessohut
door). On occasions one could see and hear
blue-robed bodies dispersed around the
valley chanting the Shakyamuni or the
Vajrasattva mantras and experience a sense
of mythic timelessness.

'A four week silent phase led up to and

HE ORDER
through the private ordinations, with one
person Going Forth each night. This part of
the retreat developed its own momentum of
generosity and spontaneity as each ordinand
became "King for the day" and we looked
after their needs, presenting cakes and gifts
in preparation for each other's "spiritual
death". The ordination nights saw a new
tradition of rejoicing in merits, reflections,
and poems, and these provided some of the
most moving moments of the retreat. This
was followed by a period of Metta Bhavana
during which the person to be ordained left
the shrine-room and made the walk down to
the quire where Stivaira was waiting. Once
the ceremony was complete, Suvajra
returned to the shrine-room leaving them to
spend a night and a dav in the .qupe to
absorb the experience.

'The public ordinations were held on 28
May and were conducted by Subhuti. A
handful of guests witnessed a beautiful and
joyous ceremony, the new names bringing
forth sadhus loud enough to be heard
throughout the Movement and even beyond.
Fourteen Dharmacharis had been born!' LI



INTERNATIONALCHAIRMEN'SEVENT
The biennial meeting of
chairmen and chairwomen
from FWBO centres around
the world is one of the most
important factors ensuring
the unity of the Movement.
No decisions are made, but
friendships are established
or consolidated, experiences
compared, and issues
discussed. This year the
event was held at Padmaloka
for two weeks immediately
prior to the Order
convention.

In order to address issues
in some depth, the
chairmen heard reports
from a few particular centres
taken, for one reason or
another, as being
representative of the wider
spread of our centres; the
differences and the
similarities between the
issues in each case were very
revealing. In London,
Dhammarati saw his task as
being to create a sense of
collective purpose and
effective organizational
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structures within a yerv large
and diverse context. Dapodi,
by contrast, has a very highly
motivated body of
Dharmacharis but an
overwhelming demand for
their work. In the l'sA, the
values placed on work, the
family, and personal
independence create
antipathies to collective
structures, such as
communities, which are
unfamiliar in Europe.

Consideration was given

to the development of a
strategy for the growth of
the FWBO and there was
general agreement that
Order members should be
encouraged to start activities
away from the current
concentrations. A list of
`target' cities in the UK and
across Europe was drawn up,
and there was a strong
feeling that Eastern Europe
should be a particular
priority. It was suggested
that a central start-up fund
might be established to help
with the initial costs of
creating a centre. This was
seen in the context of a
pattern of development in
which there were centralized
resources based at regional
centres at the heart of a
network of activities.

As well as work there was
study on the theme of
kehana milrela, the
encouragement and giving
of which is seen as the
crucial function of a
chairman. In the course of a
soire there was, among
other things, entertainment
from Paramananda as a
Buddhist stand-up comedian
and singing from Vidvavati.
On the final night Ananda
Dalenberg, an elder of the
San Francisco Zen Centre,
and one of Jack kerouac's
original 'Dharma Bum'
companions paid a visit. I Its
frank account of some of the
successes and difficulties

which his centre has faced
over the years made for a
fascinating and thought
provoking evening. Finally,
he initiated the chairmen
into the Dharma Bums'
song/chant—the full
implications of which are
anyone's guess. CI

Above:AnandaDalenberg
Right:Bhanteordains
Dharmghoshaasananagarika
Below:AnagarikaDharmaghosha
Bottom:Charimen'sevent1991

SANGHARAKSHITA
DIARY

Sangharakshita spent July in
Spain, at his bungalow in the
Githvaloka valley,
accompanied lw Paramartha
and engaged in writing his
memoirs. The latest part has
now been completed and
will be published in
November. Ile also found
time to write an essay, 'A
Note on -The Burial of
Count Orgaz—, and to start
catching up with his
correspondence.
Meanwhile, the annual
ordination retreat was
continuing at the retreat
centre further up the valley
and Sangharakshita was verv
happy to conduct the
0 11ago 17ka Cerl'IllonV

Sadhujiyin, one of the

recently ordained

Dhannacharis.

On his return to London.

Sangharakshita spent several

sessions working with Dr
Denis ,Nleksandroyich who is

currently living at Sukhayati

while translating _I Guide to

the Budd/us/ Path into

Russian. Next, almost a week
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was spent at Padnmloka
where the Chairmen's
Retreat was in progress.
WItilst there Sangharakshita
attended to Order Office
affairs and gave a number of
personal interviews.

On 6 August
Sangharakshita left London
for the biennial Order
convention at Sibford
School, arriving in time for
the combined convention

REBOR

and staying on for the ten
claysof the men's
convention.

Sangharakshita chaired
Subhuti's talk on the theme
of Going Forth and held a
question-and-answer
meeting with all the
Dharmacharinis present. He
spoke most fully on thc
subject of old age and on
the attitude which may be
adopted towards its onset
and its effects.

During the men's
convention Sangharakshita
chaired Sthiramati's talk,
while Padmavajra's (on the
subject of Going Forth as a
theme in Sangharakshita's
poetry) provided thc
context for Sangharakshita
to read some of that poetry.
Literary interests featured
elsewhere in his
programme; during the
combined convention he
met with Jinananda and
other editors of Ins lectures
and sennnars, and later held
a meeting with pnise writers.
Generally, this was a very full
and busy time.
Sangharakshita led a puja,
conducted the anagarika
cereinonv of
Dharmaghosha, and
attended a showing of the
first tAvttonewsreel. I Ie was
glad to see people
individually, especially those
who had come from
overseas; every day hc ate
lunch and dinner with a
different group of Order

N IN TH

members from a particular
chapter, centre, or
community.

The convention finished a
few days before
Sangharakshita's birthday,
so on the evening of the
final talk he was given two
thangkas as birthday
presents. The Dharmacharis
gave him a thangka of a
golden Vajrasattva on a
beautiful red background.
The other present was an
enlarged photo of a thangka
that Jamyang Khentse
Chokye Lodro had painted
fOr Sangharakshita and
which Stivajra had
photographed and mounted
in traditional thangka style.

On the way back to
London Sangharakshita and
Paramartha stopped at the
Ashinolcan Museum in

E USA

Oxford and spent a very
pleasant few hours there,
taking a special interest in
the Oriental section. U

Above:GoingforRefugegroupat
Aryalokaduringthesummer,
Vidyavatithirdfromright
Below(fromtop):Maskmakingfor
Kovida'sGameofDeathretreatat
Aryaloka
Abandofwrathfuldeitiesand
a pairofasurasonthesameretreat

This summer, as part of its busy retreat
programme, Aryaloka in New Hampshire
staged a retreat entitled The Came of Death led

Kovida. Rose Mary Denman lived to tell the
tale:

'little did any of us who had come for this
week suspect. Most of us had been on retreat
at Aryaloka before. Wc had experienced the
peaceful atmosphere that can be found
through the gentle turning of the retreat
schedule and that's what we thought we would
experience this time. After all, the Tibetan Book
of theDead is pretty heady stufL right? And its
all rather serious, especially considering the
subject matter, right? Any Order member
leading this particular retreat is probably
going to be a pretty' sombre character, right?

'Wrong! Koyida came ainong us with
enough energy to exhaust an Olympic athlete
and nuire laughter. and giggles than most TV
comedy hours. If the Bardo is experienced as


chaos, then Kovida did everything in his
power to create a Bard() experience for us. We
played games in the 101 degree sun until we
thought we would drop from exhaustion and
laughter. We created art which communicated
our greatest dreams and fears; and then we
burned them in ceremony as we entered the
Bardo, the unknown. We wrote stories that
br(iught ripples of laughter and at other times
nn wed us to tears. We nile-plaved, danced,
sang, chanted, created dramatic
interpretations, made masks on one another
and wrote to those tyc hive who had died or
who were in the dying process.

'And through it all Kovida was with us: as
our inspiration when we felt uninspired; as
our source of energy when we were tired; as
our stand-up comic when the atmosphere got
a bit too heavy; and as testimony that there is
life alter the death of schedule! I don't think
any of us will be quite the same again.' ]
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NEWGROUNDININDIA
The last year has been an
exciting time of expansion
and breakthrough for
TBMSG, the FwBo's Indian
wing, but it has also been
marred by inter-caste
violence. In many places
Buddha Day celebrations
were affected by the
political violence which
followed the assassination of
Rajiv Gandhi, but the
momentum of the Buddhist
movement is starting to
make it a force in its own
right.

1.11111111111 Ir

AMBEDKAR CENTENARY

1991 marks the centenary of
the birth of Dr Ambedkar,
the revered former leader of
the ex-Untouchable
community. His birthday, 14
April, saw celebrations up
and down the sub-continent
and throughout the 'FBNISG
centres. At the Poona
Mahavihara, however,
celebrations had started in
March 1990 taking the form
of a monthly programme of
activities which has
continued ever since. These
activities have included talks,
seminars, and cultural
programmes and over the
months many prominent
figures in the ex-
Untouchable community
(and many of Ambedkar's
former colleagues) have
visited.

CONVERSIONS TO
BUDDHISM
Although Dr Ambedkar
chose Buddhism as the path
for himself and his
immediate followers, the
majority of ex-Untouchables

remained as Hindus. As such
they were entitled to
considerable benefits in the
shape of reserved places in
government service and
Higher Education-forfeited
by those who became
Buddhists. Up to now only
Maharashtra State, with by far
the greatest concentration of
Buddhists, has extended the
reserved places to all ex-
Untouchables. But in 1990
the populist government of
V.P. Singh changed the law
so that throughout India
there would no longer be any
penalty attached to
conversion.

The consequences of this
have been dramatic and are
potentially revolutionary.
Firstly, those who have
considered themselves
Buddhist for a number of
years are now happy to
declare themselves as such
and .1•BMSGawaits with great.
interest the results of the
1991 census which may show
a substantial increase in
their number.

Secondly, there has
already been a wave of mass
conversions in which TBNISU

has been involved.
Lokamitra, for instance,
conducted the conversion
ceremony of 500 people in
Goa and 250 at Kolahapur.

TBMSG SPREADS
THROUGH INDIA
TBNISG policy has always been
that Order members will
conduct conversion
ceremonies only if it is
possible for them to provide
some follow-up Buddhist
activities; otherwise
conversions will be in name
alone. This means taking
many more activities to areas
outside Maharashtra-where
the Movement is strongest-
but as TBNISCexpands it is
increasingly able to do this.

Activities in Kolahapur in
southern Maharashtra were
started by Shakyananda who
(although he is now sixty-
five) has spent the last five
years in the district travelling
from village to village taking
classes, leading retreats, and
establishing a movement 


which includes people from
many different castes. The
conversions represent the
first fruit of the decision of
an entire community, the
Matangs, to embrace
Buddhism. The story in Goa,
where activities were
initiated by Dharmacharis
from Bombay, is very similar
and it now has a thriving
level of activities.
Meanwhile, in Hyderabad,
the largest city in Andhra
Pradesh in south-eastern
Incha, activities were
initiated by Ashvajit and
consolidated by the
establishment of an
educational hostel in nearby
Secundabad. Chandrabodhi
is now a frequent visitor to a

large and growing group of
Ivderabad Buddhists.

HASTINAPUR

Perhaps the most striking
new development is the start
of a centre in the historic
town of I lastinapur near
Delhi in Uttar Pradesh State
and over a thousand miles
north of Poona. Last year
the town of Agra near Delhi
was the scene of a huge mass
conversion to Buddhism and
there were similar scenes
across northern India.
Meanwhile„Abhayaraja was
developing a strong
connection with two mitras
in a comnumity in Poona.
This friendship was
consolidated on the



Farlett:ThePimprishrine
Left:Thebookshopat Nagpur

Above(fromleft):Bodhisen,
MaitreyanathandSudharsanat the
Norwichcentre

Ordination course from
which the mitras emerged as
Dharmacharis Chandravira
and Padmavira. The three
were joined by Bodhisagar,
and decided to set up a
branch of TBNISG in
I-lastinapur establishing
both a Dharma centre and a
hostel for school children.
There is a potentially vast
interest in Buddhism in
Uttar Pradesh and the new
centre is an early indication
that the new ordination
process can act as a
springboard for the
development of TBMSG.

VISIT OF INDIAN
DHARMACHARIS
Sudharshan, Maitreyanatha,
and Bodhisen, three senior
members of the Indian wing
of the Western Buddhist
Order, flew to England for
the summer to join the
Chairmen's meeting and the
Order convention. In the
course of their visit they
were able to visit most of the
UK centres, where they were
both warmly received and
highly appreciative.

Maitreyanatha, chairman of
Bahujan Hitay (the social
welfare organization)
commented that he was
particularly impressed by the
level of organization at
centres and in businesses.
He spoke especially highly
of Windhorse Trading in
Cambridge and was moved
by how much some (but
only some) of the people he
met were giving to the
Movement.

Befbre returning to India,
Maitreyanatha was
sponsored by the Karuna
Trust to attend a three-week
a course on 'Urban Health
in Developing Countries' at
the London School of
Tropical Medicine.

Maitreyanatha found the
course extremely valuable as
a basis for planning future
Bahujan Hitay health
projects, while it seems that
his wealth of practical 'grass-
roots' experience enabled
him to make a significant
contribution to the course—
which was attended in the
main by doctors and other
specialists.

PADMASA MBHAVA FE STIVAL
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Lights down; cue sound: 'Somewhere in
Tibet, land of white snows and dark
mystery ...' Music. Lights up. Enter five
bizarrely made-up peasants, faces
distorted. This is the mime of the
building of Samye Temple starting the
dramatic component of the London
Buddhist Centre's Padmasambhava
Festival.

Padmasambhava is a semi-historical
figure from the verv beginnings of
Tibetan Buddhism who, over the
centuries, has become the focus for a
vast quantity of profound and
sometimes bizarre mythology and
symbolism. People often call him
magical and he seems to hold a
particular fascination for those
involved in the arts. Thus it is that
over the last three years the
Padmasambhava Festival has released
a flood of creative energy around the
IN.. It has grown to fill a weekend of
ritual, celebration, and an expanding
repertoire of perfOrmance which is
produced to a spectacularly high
level. Up to forty people were
involved in staging this year's festival
and for some it has become a
principal focus in their lives.
Fundraising started in April;
rehearsals took place over several

months and up to two hundred people
attended some part of the weekend
when it was finally held in September.

Saturday was devoted to puja,
readings, and invocation; by Sunday
morning an atmosphere of enjoyment
and concentration had been
established. In the afternoon the mime
(whose cast were mostly professional
mime-artists and (lancers) was
performed to an uproarious reception.
It was followed by a new feature: a
dramatized version of the story of the 


guru's conquest of the demons of Tibet
which was acted using mime and
mudra. Kovida's text was very faithful to
the original, but it was written in a
delightful rag-bag of styles whose
inspirations ranged from 'The Ladv of
Shallot' to Shakespeare's crowd scenes.

Taken alongside the play performed
on FWBO Day it is already possible to
detect the development of a distinctive
FWBO dramatic style characterized by a
vigorous, imaginative, and
unportentous use of ritual. The ritual

reached its culmination on Sunday
night with the now traditional dance
of the eight manifestations of
Padmasambhava and his two female
disciples. The dancers appeared in
stunning masks and costumes and
visualized Padmasambhava while
performing an elaborate gestural
dance; after a weekend of invocation,
the guru had manifested.

To my mind this was the most
richly satisfying Buddhist festival I
have attended, a revelation of what a
festival can be. There is talk of
making it a national celebration next
year, and of opening festivities out to
the far wider audience it surely
deserves. 1_1

Simon Blomfield



SANGHAPALA
IN DUBLIN

There's room this Autumn for two

or three women to join the Cherry

vegetarian restaurant supports 13

If you're interested and

enthusiastic about exploring Right

Livelihood with us, then write, or

ring 081 980 6678 and ask for

Vajramala, Ratnadharini or Mary.

CHANGES IN CROYDON
Ten Years after its opening, Ilocknevs restaurant has closed as
an evening restaurant and shifted its location within the
Croydon co-op, as part of a major restructuring which affects
virtually all of the FAVISO'sactivities in Croydon.W1nle the new
cafe occupies the space which formerly housed the centre, the
new centre has moved upstairs to occupy the old restaurant
floor. The advaritage of this is threct-old; firstly it frees up space
for the establishment of a Windhorse 'Evolution shop;
secondly it enables the business to employ eight fewer people;

and thirdly it should result in

a nuich more profitable and efficient business.

As reported last spring, both the London Buddhist Centre

and the Croydon Centre have been experiencing severe

financial difficulties, but while the [tic's position has stabilized

thanks to vigorous cost-cutting and fund-raising measures,

Croydon has continued to lose very large amounts of money.

But those who work in Croydon see the changes as an

opportunity to move forward. In the next issue of Golden

Drum, Dharmarucln, who is chairman of the Croydon centre,
will examine some of the causes of the change-round and the

difficulties which thev seek to address.

COVENT GARDEN GROWS
The mil() started in 1967 in rather cramped premises in
Monmouth Street, Covent Garden. Since then the Movement
has grown drantatically, while that part of London has moved

considerably up-market to become the home of cafes, clubs,

boutiques, and galleries; the hunting ground of the young,

the fashionable, and the alternative.

At the heart of all this is the London Ecology Centre, which

has already housed a number of courses run by both the

London and \Vest London Buddhist Centres. So when a door
became vacant at a V(TV low rent the two centres jumped at

the chance to have a long-overdue Central London venue for

classes. The Covent Carden Meditation ( :entre opened on 6

September as a,jointly run venture with a programme of three

classes a day, five days a week plus special weekend events. So

far the response has been tremendous with a hundred people

attending in the first week and the weekends booked until the

new Year. At present the lease runs until Christmas, but it is

hoped that it will be extended. J

There is a strong contingent
of Irish Dharmacharis who
became involved in the Mno

while living in the UK, but up
until now they have not
chosen to go back. In
December 1990, however,
Glaswegian—Irish Sanghapala
moved to Dublin and in
March he started teaching
activities with a public talk
attended by forty people on
the theme of 'Buddhist
Ethics'.

Three meditation courses
have followed and have led to
the establishment of a regular
friends group who are
currently engaged in a Dharma
course. The same people also
enjoyed a weekend meditadon
retreat led by Sanghapala set in
the lakeland idyll of County
Cavan.

Top:Sanghapala(secondfromleft)
flankedbyDublinfriends
Right:NonewsfromNewZealand
thistimebutSueThompson
becamea mitraonDharmaDay
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GOINGON
SOLITARY
RETREAT?
Discover the delights of
a hidden world.
Secluded chalets set amidst the wild
beauty and tranquility of this Spanish
mountain valley provide ideal
conditions for meditation and
relaxation.

For a brochure and booking contact:

Ore Relreal Organiser, Lesingliam Ortuse,

Surlingham. Norfolk NR14 7.‘1..

'Id: 0511 88 8112

GUHYALOK A
BUDDHIST RETREAT CENTRE FOR MEN

CREATIVE VISUALISATION
Oct 8-19

BRAHMAVIHARAS RETREAT
Oct. 19 - Nov 1

MEDITATION AND INSIGHT
Nov. 5-16

MINDFULNESS RETREAT
Nov. 30 - Dec. 11

MEN MEDITATION
TEACHERS COURSE

Dec. 11-21

MITRA WINTER RETREAT
Dec 21 - Jan. 4

For details see our brochure or contact: The Secretary,
Vajraloka, Blaenddol, Corwen, Clwyda21 OEN. Tel: 0490
81 406 (2pm-6pm Mon-Fri).
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Further details from The Secretary, kiiyiloka

Cornhill Farm

NI- II:hitch/10i

North SImpsh ire

SY 1,3211.



Where to find us
MAINCENTRESOFTHEFRIENDSOFTHEWESTERNBUDDHISTORDER

LondonBuddhistCentre,51 Roman Road, I.ondon E2 0I1U. Tel: 081-981 1225

BirminghamBuddhistCentre, 135 Salisbury Road, Moseley, BirmitiOam, B13 8I.A. Tel: 021 449 5279  

BrightonBuddhistCentre, 15 Park Crescent Place, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 311F. 'Fel: 0273 698420 


BristolBuddhistCentre,9 Cromwell Road, St AndreWs, Bristol, BS6 511D. 'Fel: 0272 249991

CambridgeBuddhistCentre, 19 Newmarket Road, Cambridge, CB5 8EG. Tel: 0223 460252  

CroydonBuddhistCentre,96-98 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CRO IND. Tel: 081-688 8624 


GlasgowBuddhistCentre,329 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, G2 3HW. Tel: 041-333 0524 


LancashireBuddhistCentre,301-303, L'nion Road, Oswaldtwistle, Accrington, Lancs, BB5 3FIS. Tel: 0254 392605  
LeedsBuddhistCentre, 148 Harehills Avenue, Leeds, I.S8 4EU. Tel: 0532 405880

ManchesterBuddhistCentre,538 Wilbraham Road, Chorlton-cum-I lardy, Manchester M21 1I.D. Tel: 061-860 4267 


NorwichBuddhistCentre,41a All Saints Green, Norwich,  NR1 31.Y. Tel: 0603 627034  

WestLondonBuddhistCentre,7 Colville I louses, I.ondon W11 HB. Tel: 071-727 9382 	

FWBOGermany, Buddhistisches Zentrum Essen, Herkulesstr. 13, 4300 Essen 1, West Germany. Tel: 0201 230155 


HelsinginBuddhalainenKeskus,PI, 288, SE-00121, Ilelsinki 12, Finland  

FWBONetherlands,P.O. Box 1559, 3500 BN Utrecht, Netherlands

VasterlandskaBuddhistordensVanner,Sodermaninigatan 58, 5-116 65 Stockholm, Sweden. Tel: 08  418849  

TBMSGAhmedabad,Triyana Viirdhatni Vihara, Vijayanag,ir Society, Kankarit Road, Ahmedabad 380002, India. Tel 0272  50580  

TBMSGAurangabad,Blum Nagar, Bhausingpura, Aurangabad 431001, India 


BhajaRetreatCentre,c/o Dhammachakra Pravarran Mahavihar, Raja  Harishchandra Road, Dapodi, Poona 411012, India  
TBMSGBombay, 25 Bhimprerna, Tapodhan Nagar, Bandra (E), Bombay 400051, India. Tel: 022 6441156 


TBMSGPimpri,Maitreya Vihar, Gautain Nagar, Pimpri, Poona 411018, India  
TBMSGPoona,Dhammachakra Pravartan Mahayihar, Raja lIarishchandra Road, Dapodi, Poona 411012, India. Tel: 0212  58403

TBMSGUlhasnagar,Block A, 410/819 Stibhash I lill , Ulhasimgar, Thane, 421004, India

Dhammachakra Pravartan Mahayihar, Raja I larislichandra Road, Dapodi, Poona 411012, India. Tel: 0212 58403

, Hillside, Tanjong Bungah, 11200  Penang, Malaysia

Sri Lanka

,ealand. Tel:  09  789320/892412  

.caland. Tel: 04 787940

Aust ralia

ire 03857, USA Tel: 603-659 5456

hamel, Kathmandu, Nepal

R14 7AI,. Tel: 05088 8112  

, Sussex, TN22 4AA. Tel: 081-688 8624 


hurch, Shropshire, SY13 21,V. Tel: 094875 646

P31 311P. Tel: 0359 42130

, 1.1.21 OEN. Tel:  049081 406  

Norwich, NRI4 7A1.. Tel: 05088 8112

c, Surlingham, Norwich, NR14 7A1,. Tel:  05088 310  

Dharmachakra Tapes, P.O. Box 50, Cambridge, CBI 3BG

Lardy, Manchester M21 11.D. Tel: 061-881 0438

field, SIO 1B1I. Tel: 0742 684775

t, Glasgow, G2 3AU

'our nearest centre for dclails.


